“The Youth of Sliven Today Future of Europa Tomorrow”

The festival of youth creativity is a competitive and is under the patronage of the mayor of Sliven, Yordan Lechkov and is an integral part of the program of the municipality to provide alternative forms of leisure and meaningful leisure students. New event in the cultural events of Sliven Municipality, which is based on a survey of needs, interests and talents of young people in Sliven.

Goals

1. To engage young people in the cultural process not only as consumers but as direct contributors to a creative product in leisure.
2. To allow for creative expression and development of talent participants in student groups, companies and promote their creativity.
3. To overcome prejudices accumulated and laminated negative attitude in their daily lives.
4. To explore the diversity of contemporary cultural forms of expression.
5. Enhance their contacts for future partnerships at local and regional level for implementation of future joint initiatives.

Festival events:

- Festival parade with the participation of all stakeholders - the opening day of the festival on the central streets of the town of Sliven.
- Competition of student talent.
- Festival concert.
- Disco night.
- Exhibition of Young Artists.